
Name on Ballot: Otis Davis Jr.
Office Sought: Legislative
District Name: 15th ward
Home Address: 2038 west 51street
Employer/Your Title: Self Employed  Construction Company

Phone: 773.577.9515
Email: otisdavis2@gmail.com

Campaign Manager: Ziff Sistrunk
Phone: 312.919.8274
Email: ziffsistrunk@yahoo.com
Address: 7039 s sangmon
Website: ww.harveyeveningpost.com
a. Have you run for public office before, and if so, what
office[s] with what results?

No

b. Have you been appointed to any public committees,
commissions, task forces?  If so, please list.

No

c. Have you, are you, or will you be accepting funds from
any mayoral candidate or political action committee [PAC],
eligible for campaign use by February 24, 2015?

No, Dr. Wilson mayoral candidate

d. Please list your top campaign contributors:
Name: Otis Davis

Amount: $7,500
Please list your 2nd top campaign contributors:

Name: Dr Wilson
Amount: $1,200

Please list your 3rd top campaign contributors:
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Name: Family Members

Amount: $750
Please list your 4th top campaign contributors:

Name: Fund Raiser
Amount: $500

Please list your top 5th campaign contributors:
Name: Fund Raiser

Amount: $500
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e. Why are you running for this office?  What makes you
the best candidate for this office?

Have worked in community for over 30 years and have
helped a number of public officials.  Yet now we are losing
it the Hispanics because of poor leadership in the 15th and
16th wards.  I am bilingual and can work with them to help

support the multicultural agenda (African American and
Latinos)...
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f. Describe your vision for your constituency. Helping to revive our community through economic

development, education, strengthen our current school
system and ensure safety in our communities.
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g. What policy, legislative, and/or service goals will you
focus on achieving during the 2015-2019?  Please be as
specific as possible.

Create a Chicago living wage, more job opportunity for the
community.

Education: To impose a moratorium on school closings and
charter school openings until a neighborhood-based,

strategic plan is developed.

Promote sustainable youth employment to build city's
work force and reduce the pipeline to prison.

Keep home owner in their homes.
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h. Who are your role models and the most important
advisors and mentors you access for guidance in business
and service life?

My Heavenly Father and other capable business peers.  I
surround myself with competent people who have the

necessary abilities, experience and knowledge or skill to
get a project done successfully.
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i. List the community and civic service experiences that
have prepared you for this office?

Educational school boards, community action committees.
Running businesses that employ our citizen.

j. Do you support term limits for the office you are seeking
or currently holding?  If so, how many terms? 

Yes, 3 max
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k. Would you commit to helping mentor a field of
successors?

Yes, absolutely

l. Please answer all of the following ballot referenda
applicable to your legislative district:

Whether employers should be required to offer paid leave
in the event of illness, domestic violence or an emergency
school closing [citywide]

N

Whether workers who commit domestic violence should
be required to receive treatment as a condition of
continued employment [citywide]

Y

Whether Chicago or Illinois should seek a system of
campaign finances that involve a mix of small, private
contributions and public funding [citywide]

Y

Whether to ban petroleum coke storage and
transportation in the 10th Ward [only on ballots in the
10th Ward]

N

Whether a TIF advisory council should be formed [only on
ballots in Precinct 30 of the 16th Ward]

Y

Whether to elect the Chicago School Board [only the
following wards: 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17,
19, 20, 21, 22, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35,
36, 37, 40, 45, 46, 47, 49, and 50]

Y
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m. What, if any, reforms to campaign finance laws are you
willing to support?

ones that reduce big business and unions putting millions
of dollars to buy elections
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n. Many constituents in our community complain they
don't believe their voices are heard by political leadership,
or even worse, ignored.  Issues such as recent school
closings and traffic cameras have highlighted those feeling
of powerlessness: the community overwhelmingly
objected to them, yet witnessed leadership proceed in
spite of those objections.  What plans have you made to
ensure that your constituents feel heard and heeded?
Please be as specific as possible.

use new technology to heard from them all.  Apps on
phone can ensure being reachable and teachable.

o. Would you be willing to attend short, periodic CBCO-
sponsored Legislative Briefings on issues of significant
impact to the Black community?

YES

1. TIF Reform.
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State of Illinois “Tax Increment Financing” law [TIF] is a
tool designed to finance real estate development plans.  It
allows for a certain portion of certain taxes paid by
Chicagoans in certain mapped areas to be used to spur
investment in that area – if blighted – once plans for that
area have been approved; for example, real estate taxes
withdrawn from the operating budgets of schools and
parks and invested in a vacant commercial corridor in the
area.  Abuses to this system have been widely reported. 
The practice of TIF “porting” enables, for example, our City
Council to take taxes collected from a blighted Black
neighborhood and invest them in a rich south loop
development, such as $55 million toward a DePaul
University sports stadium.  The practice of TIF
accumulation without distribution allows, for example, a
mayor to collect and hold without distribution,
accounting, or return, [currently] $1.7 billion dollars in
taxes which he or she can spend on any project, at any
time, in any neighborhood, no matter how rich through a
unilateral decision to do so – unless vetoed by City
Council.  Have you studied the research on this topic by
the TIF Illumination Project [tifreports.com], and would
you support TIF reform that required a) full quarterly
public accounting of all TIF funds collected; b) elimination
of porting power; c) requirement that a resident-approved
plan exist before certifying a TIF district; and d) return of
all funds which were not used for the approved
development plan to the TIF district from which they were
taken?

Yes, Reform yes because being abused by the current law
makers.

2. Gramm Leach Bliley Act. 
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The Gramm Leach Bliley Act impacts our entire life cycle:
from less strict regulation of student loans, to the massive
mortgage meltdown, evolving mismanagement of pension
plans, and disproportionate harm to Black communities
receiving Community Reinvestment Act funds [CRA
financing, under which banks with a history of redlining
must invest in deteriorating urban communities]. Would
you support a resolution that would call for the repeal of
the Gramm Leach Bliley Act of 1999?

 , need a greater understanding before saying yes or no

3. Independent Financial Audits. 

Would you support a series of independent audits of all of
the City’s public agencies and revenue streams, including
but not limited to fees, fines, and other collections, as well
as by distribution or disbursement; review of the financial
institutions that have managed the City’s Pension and
Chicago Housing Authority funds; Public Building
Commission; Chicago Public Schools, how each school is
spending its Title 1 funds, and how each school is meeting
the needs of the student populations it serves; City
Colleges of Chicago, its open enrollment and financial aid
practices, and the impact of increasing student loan debt
and low academic outcomes on Black students?

Yes, independent audits are always needed in public
agencies and revenue streams.

4. CTA Improvements.

The CTA has increased costs and decreased service, and
seems to consistently operate at a loss.  Services cut to
communities with less transportation options and the
lowest household incomes severely harm the ability of
those residents to travel to work. Would you support
restoration of previously eliminated CTA bus and rail
services and an increase in the frequency of the existing
services in the Black community?  How would you increase
CTA viability?

Yes, look in area that have caused the greatest harm and
make correction
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5. Public Bank. 

Would you support legislation to eliminate ‘Chicago’s
Infrastructure Trust’ and replace it with a more
transparent, democratic, cost effective system, such as a
state-owned public bank modeled after the Bank of North
Dakota [publicbankinginstitute.org], thereby allowing
Chicago to extend lines of credit to small business owners
beyond traditional bank capacity; apartment building
owners in under-served communities; and address
infrastructure needs without the high interest rates and
finance fees the city now pays to borrow from other
financial institutions and investors?

Yes, having state owned public banks has great
possibilities  yet audit them regularly

6. The Promise of Jobs. 

Our community is routinely promised jobs which never
materialize.  Would you support an ordinance requiring
industries seeking “license to operate” in Chicago to detail
all projections of new jobs not only by quantity, but also
by a) zip code of hires, b) salary, c) tenure/retention aims,
and d) race.

Yes, Those that desire to do business in Chicago will need
to understand the makeup of the city and act accordingly

7. Chicago Broadband Challenge. 
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The state awarded $2 million in Illinois Jobs Now! capital
funding to Gigabit Squared. In 2012, the Mayor announced
the launch of the Chicago Broadband Challenge, a unique
initiative to engage the public to secure Chicago’s position
as one of the digital capitals of the country and the city
with the greatest availability of ultra-high-speed
broadband in the United States. The Broadband Challenge
is a plan to create the infrastructure for high-speed
Internet throughout the city. Initial plans included
outfitting 15 commercial corridors with gigabit-speed
Internet. This plan has three main goals: 1) Ultra-fast
gigabit-bit speed internet, 2) Extending low-cost, high-
speed internet to under-served areas, 3) Free WI-FI access
in all public parks and other spaces.  The City stated, "This
is really a huge economic development initiative [and] will
encourage business creation, growth, expansion and
relocation".  Current plans target 7 areas that are already
technologically ahead of under-served areas and therefore
those under-served areas (read that as south and west
side communities) are caught in a cycle of being left
behind the technological curve, thereby adversely
impacting economic growth of these areas.  Do you
support shifting the Chicago Broadband Challenge funding
and/or allocating additional funding and prioritizing the
deployment of ultra-high-speed broadband to Black south
and west side under-served areas most in need of
investment to spur economic development and an
accounting for the expenditure of the $2,000,000 awarded
by the State?

Those that desire to do business in Chicago will need to
understand the makeup of the city and act accordingly,

Yes

8. Obama Presidential Library. 
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Strong community benefits models are represented in the
West Harlem Community Benefits Agreement with
Columbia University/NYC; City of Milwaukee Ordinance,
File #080218, for City resident participation in public
works contracts; the Democracy Collaborative;
CommunityWealth.Org; ICIC “Measuring the Shared Value
of Anchor Community Engagement;” The Chicago Lawyers’
Committee for Civil Rights Under Law; and “Housing
Bronzeville,” a project of the Lugenia Burns Hope Center.
Would you support a City Council resolution asking the
Obama Presidential Library Committee to place the Library
in a predominantly Black area of the south side of the city
as a means of spurring economic growth and
development, including economic development metrics
requested by the Bronzeville Regional Ad Hoc Collective,
to wit:
Community-wealth building. Substantial goals, metrics,
monitoring, and tracking of the increased household
income and net worth of present Bronzeville region
residents, directly or indirectly attributable to OPL
developments; and an independent third party entity
contracted to report/verify increments over time.
Moratorium & Mapping. Transparent and ongoing
mapping of land ownership in the OPL region and “real-
time” website reporting of land transfers. Temporary stay
of public financing on acquisition of OPL area real estate
after official announcement of RFP finalists in order to
manage for mitigation of land grabbing.
Grandfathered Real Estate Taxes & Assessments.
Establishment of community-led community land trusts in
tandem with tax abatements to ensure sustained
affordability by low and moderate-income households and
to avoid displacement.
Neighbor Property Acquisition. Preferences, incentives,
grants, forgivable loans, special-interest mortgages, and
other funds set aside for the purchase of OPL region real
estate by current residents.
Cash contributions and contracts to community.
Endowment of a Benefits Fund with cash advance on
signing, and long-term allocations of support for business
development and investment; purchasing agreements and
collectives; and job readiness and training.
Other practices/prohibitions such as eminent domain
forbearance; collaboration/investment toward life-saving
trauma center; guaranteed percentages of resident hiring
[including Section 3, Davis Bacon, MBD/DBE/WBE with
retention requirements]; renegotiated terms for
construction trade jobs pipeline; and region-wide network

The Black south and west side need EVERYTHING
everybody else has., Yes
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of community centers for teens and lifelong education.

9. Chicago Park District Land. 
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Chicago already lags significantly behind other high-
density U.S. cities, ranking 14 out of 18 high density cities
when measuring acres of open space per 1000 residents
(by the Trust for Public Land). Furthermore, Chicago has
failed to meet the goals set forth in the City and Chicago
Park Districts’ own CitySpace Plan of 1998, which requires
the city to achieve two acres per 1000 residents by 2010 in
each community area (and a further goal of five acres per
1000 residents by 2020).  Would you support the taking of
Chicago Park District land by the University of Chicago for
the Obama Presidential Library without complete
disclosure and resident ratification of the terms of the
transaction, including: a) price paid for the land, b)
location and pre- and post-development value of
replacement land, c) sources of replacement park
development funds, d) voting members of a Resident’s
Community Council to participate in all aspects of any such
redevelopment, and e) concrete limits to any agreed on
transfer?

That's a no brainer.  Anything that spurs economic growth
and development for Black people., No

10. Major Investments.
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The Mayor, Governor and President Barack Obama
formally announced that Chicago was selected as the
home of a new $320 million digital manufacturing hub.
The lab, to be built on Goose Island, will provide a top-of-
the-line research and development facility for digital
technology companies of all sizes, and will be funded by a
$70 million grant from the Defense Department, and $250
million in private and state funds. The Goose Island area is
already experiencing significant economic growth.  We do
not know consideration was given to locating the lab on
the south or west sides.  Would you work to identify and
support these types of investments that spur significant
economic growth and development for under-served
areas of the south and west sides, as well as provide your
constituencies early notice of these types of plans in order
to ensure that the community can use its voice towards
the City and State selecting predominantly Black south and
west side areas for these types of major investments – 
with attendant protections against displacement of
existing populations?

Obama Presidential library yes yet complete disclosure
and resident ratification of the terms of the transaction is

a must, Yes

11. Minimum Wage. 

A Minimum Wage Ordinance increases the minimum wage
to $13/hr by the year 2019. This is a start, however it is
insufficient. Do you support increasing the minimum wage
(as other progressive cities and states have done) to
$15/hr by 2016?

No brainer, Yes

12. Youth Employment. 

Should Chicago's youth employment programs give
priority to Black youth applicants, based on their high
percentage of unemployment?

, Yes
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13. City Contracts.

There are long-standing guidelines for City contracts
towards increasing business for minority businesses,
expressed as MBE/WBE/DBE goals, and yet the City and
Sister Agencies do not come remotely close to meeting
these goals.  One of the reasons is vendors are often
found in violation of minority goals for contracts (through
fraudulent bidding, post award distribution of work, sub-
contractor intimidation, etc).  Current fines are insufficient
to promote compliance.   Would you support an ordinance
to preclude a company from bidding or being a sole-
source recipient of a city or sister-agency contract for a 2
year period on new city business or large additions to
existing contracts if they are found to be in violation of the
City or Sister Agency MBE/WBE/DBE goals? 

Yes, we make up 39% of population and work should
always reflect that

14. Chicago First. 

To support and nurture the growth of local business and
city residents, should all City contracts and procurement
be awarded to Greater Chicago Area based companies
first, prior to considering companies from other areas,
and/or should locally-based companies receive additional
‘material points’ as a part of evaluating responses to City
of Chicago and Sister Agency RFIs/RFPs/IFBs/etc.?

Yes, Chicago first, state second and everyone else a
distance third instead of millions going out the city and

state.

15. Black Businesses. 
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Would you support a city program to accelerate the rate
at which Black businesses are created and sustained, and
policies-practices-payments that prioritize contracts with
Black-owned companies?

Yes, No brainer

16. Corner Store Institute. 

Would you support funding for a small business lab to
generate networks of stores, distributed within walking
distance of Black households, owned by neighbors, and
focused on sales of locally-produced goods?

Yes,

17. Tax Dollars. 

Would you support an ordinance, to require the City to
issue a bi-annual report detailing the breakdown of
funding allocated/encumbered/expended in each Ward by
infrastructure improvements, public and public/private
development, schools, affordable and other housing,
public transportation, public safety, and other categories
of expenditures to achieve transparency in how equitably
our tax dollars are distributed?

Yes,
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18. School Repurposing. 

Do you understand and support the concept of “schools as
centers of communities”?  Would you support the
repurposing of closed Chicago Public Schools as open-
enrollment schools?

Yes,

19. School Board. 

Would you support an independent and democratically
elected school board representing school districts that are
equitably apportioned?

Yes,

20. School Privatization. 

Would you support a permanent freeze on the
commissioning and or creation of new charter and
contract schools with public funds?

No, We can create new charter schools for our children
also and use the same building that have been close

instead of allowing others to do it for us with no input

21. Performance Results. 

Would you support publication of side-by-side comparison
of performance results of all schools within regularly
scheduled reporting periods?

Yes,

22. CPS Curriculum. 
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Would you support the requirement that all CPS schools
have a functioning library with certified librarian/media
specialists; certified math and science teachers; the
timplementation of the mandated Black History
curriculum; civics, geography, music/band and art?  What
methods would you use to monitor progress and
compliance?

Yes, independent audits regularly

23. Student Health. 

Do you support the restoration of physical education in all
elementary and secondary grades in CPS with qualified
and certified PE teachers? Mainstreaming yoga and
meditation practice?  Outdoor exercise on grass with
gardens?  With what enforcement or penalties?

Yes, teach the children to grow what they eat so that they
may be self sufficient. Educating strong mind and bodies

24. Student Medication. 

In order to focus on holistic treatment and culturally
sensitive mental health solutions which include the
increased use of African American and Latino psychiatrists,
psychologists and social workers as an integral part of the
mental health evaluation process, would you support the
creation of a parent and professional task force to re-
evaluate and revamp school mental health practices and
the long term ramifications of medicating our children,
including ‘special education’ diagnoses, mental health and
disability diagnoses, and the increased use of prescription
drugs targeting our children?

Yes, the creation of a parent and professional task force is
an excellent idea.
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25. Black Teachers. 

Black and brown children comprise the majority of the
students in Chicago’s CPS and charter schools, yet the
percentage of Black teachers has decreased by more than
35% since 1990.  Would you support a requirement for
CPS to institute a funded program specifically focused on
Black Teacher Recruitment/ Retention that would require
hiring more Black men in both elementary and secondary
education?

Yes,

26. Remedial Programs. 

To increase the numbers of qualified Black students in
trades, vocational, and apprenticeship programs; to
restore CPS defunctive truancy programs; and to help
eliminate the school-to- prison pipeline, would you
support measures for more rigorous comprehensive
remedial programs , based on best practices, in CPS and
charter schools? What strategies and measures would you
use to monitor effectiveness?

Yes,

27. School Services. 

Would you support reversal of the trend to privatize
school services and return to union and non-union Black
vendors and employees?

 , no sure need more research

28. Land Records Audit. 
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A preliminary review of land records created from
foreclosures indicates ongoing foreclosures based on
illegal robo-signing, fraudulent mortgage assignments, and
other improprieties.  Would you support a moratorium on
foreclosures, receiverships, and evictions until an audit of
City and Cook County land records by an independent
outside auditor has been completed?

Yes, yes, those in power is to get blacks out of the city of
chicago

29. Land Records Audit.

A preliminary review of land records created from
foreclosures indicates ongoing foreclosures based on
illegal robo-signing, fraudulent mortgage assignments, and
other improprieties.  Would you support a moratorium on
foreclosures, receiverships, and evictions until an audit of
City and Cook County land records by an independent
outside auditor has been completed?

Yes,

30. Lender Disclosures. 

Would you support an ordinance that would require all
banks and financial institutions doing business with the
City to disclose their involvement in the illegal and unjust
mortgage lending schemes that led to the massive
foreclosures in Black communities?

Yes,

31. Citizen Advisory Committee. 
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In order to address the “alien invasion” of the economic
base of the Black community and to increase Aldermanic
accountability and stakeholder/constituent buy-in and
participation in democratic processes that are
fundamental to governance – would you support an
ordinance that required a community-based Citizen
Advisory Committee to vet, advise, and vote on all City
Council action on mapping, real estate development,
zoning, economic development, creation of new
businesses, schools, community centers, contracts and
other financial awards, and the distribution of Aldermanic
Menu Funds? 

Yes,

32. Master Planning & Commercial Corridor Committee. 

In order to produce a holistic design of local living
economies in Black communities which incentivize
neighbor-owned businesses, neighbor investors/property
owners, and keep neighbor dollars circulating within a
“walkable-village” square-mile for residents, would you
create and/or support a ward-wide Master Planning &
Commercial Corridor Committee staffed by local experts
who reflect the racial and ethnic composition and
interests of the community, and which also includes
community residents and funders?

Yes, yes it should be done by communities no by wards

33. Neighborhood Displacement. 
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Would you support legislation and policy-practices-
payments designed to preserve Black Historic and Legacy
Communities by ensuring that Micro-Market Recovery
District, Neighborhood Stabilization Initiative, Cook County
Land Bank, Chicago Community Land Trust, Chicago
Housing Authority, and related funds available to investors
did not produce displacement of present neighbors via
eminent domain, industrialization, economic
development, or gentrification, including displacement of
renters in condominium conversions? 

Yes,

34. Evictions. 

Would you oppose the privatization and fast tracking of
residential and commercial evictions?

Yes,

35. Large Lots. 

Would you support expansion of Chicago’s Large Lot
Program for repeat rounds of offerings, and with
amendments to achieve greater economic equity in the
Black community, such as: a) removing the requirement to
be a present landowner; b) providing a one-year waiver on
the payment of real estate taxes to help defray fencing
costs; c) the establishment of zero-interest loans and
grants to improve the land with structures; and d) a
Technical Assistance Pool of local Black real estate experts
to consult neighbors on the development-management of
the land?

Yes,

36. Homeowner Bill of Rights Ordinance. 
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Would you support a Homeowner Bill of Rights Ordinance
to protect homeowners from fraudulent document
conveyances and erroneous Permanent Identification
Numbers [PIN] for parcels of land documented in or
managed by the Recorder of Deeds Office, Cook County
Assessor, Cook County Clerk, and City Treasurer's Office?

Yes,

37. Great Migration. 

Recognizing the critical contribution of America’s Great
Migration to the history of Chicago, would you support the
establishment and funding of a Black Metropolis National
Heritage Area Commission to continue research,
documentation, and promotion of this region as central to
Chicago’s tourism economic development plans?

 ,

38. Tourism Opportunities. 

Would you support expansion of workforce
development/training financed by the City of Chicago to
include tourism opportunities (transportation,
accommodations, entertainment, recreation,
conferences/events, food/beverage) in Black
neighborhoods of the city?

Yes,

39. Decade for People of African Descent. 
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"We must remember that people of African descent are
among those most affected by racism. Too often, they
face denial of basic rights such as access to quality health
services and education." — United Nations Secretary-
General Ban Ki-moon.  Would you play an active role in
initiating and/or supporting  a resolution recognizing and
committing to the United Nations declared International
Decade for People of African Descent (Jan 1, 2015 - Dec
31, 2024), under the  theme  "Recognition, Justice and
Development" and its Program of Action? 

Yes,

40. Slavery Era Disclosure. 
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In 2002 the City of Chicago passed a SLAVERY ERA
DISCLOSURE ORDINANCE (2-92-585) that made it
mandatory for all businesses with City contracts – not just
insurance companies – to research and report any slave
trade history, with documentation to be filed with the
City’s Department of Purchasing.  However, that is all that
was required. This means Afrodescendant communities
have not received any economic justice from this
ordinance nor this crime against our community. Would
you play an active role in initiating and/or supporting an
amendment to the existing Slavery Disclosure Ordinance
(2-92-585) that will:  a) mandate any entity that reveals a
slave trade history and receives a contract with the City be
responsible for setting aside 6% of the project cost to an
Economic Enhancement Package independently controlled
and operated by Afrodescendants in the community
where the project is proposed?  [This 6% falls within the
10% of "Contingencies" in all development projects, thus
an entity does not have to increase its project cost to
comply.  This removes the challenge that it will increase
the cost to do business for this entity that has revealed a
slave trade past.] b) Increase access and widespread public
notice within the Afrodescendant community of all future
disclosures, c) give community full access to all past
disclosures through a searchable database accessible on
the City’s website with documents available in PDF; d)
assigns  N’COBRA (National Coalition of Blacks for
Reparations in America) as lead body ensuring the full
compliance to the legislation and enhancement activities?

Yes, as long as it benefits black people

41. Czar. 
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If you answered Yes, would you support appointment of a
City Council Slavery Disclosure Act Czar to analyze,
investigate, negotiate settlement payments with interest,
and recommend cease-and-desist orders on any City
contracts of all credible, unlitigated claims by
Black Chicago residents against companies and
government agencies who participated in Jim Crow laws,
contract buying, redlining policies, and related taking of
property/assets from any time period, with monthly
reporting to ensure proper and prompt enforcement of
the Act?

Yes,

42. Immigration.

Would you support a resolution that would ask the
Federal Immigration Service to make sure that immigrants
of African descent and from the diaspora – including Haiti
and the Caribbean – are equally included in President
Obama’s Immigration Amnesty Program and The Dream
Act, enjoying benefits through EB5?

Yes,

43. DuSable Park. 

Would you support development and naming of DuSable
Park in honor of Jean Baptiste Point DuSable (the first non-
native American settler and founder of Chicago) in the
lakefront space where in the late 1700’s he established his
village. The space was designated as DuSable Park by the
late Mayor Harold Washington in 1980.

Yes,

44. Garvey Day. 

Would you support the naming of August 17th as Marcus
Garvey Day?  

Yes,

45. Police Oversight. 
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A local organization is proposing legislation that would
create an elected Civilian Police Accountability Council,
elected by district in equal numbers, which would assume
the duties of the appointed Independent Police Review
Authority and the Police Board.  Police discipline,
misconduct investigations, and yearly and quarterly
review would be assumed by this elected board, with the
additional powers to: a) appoint an independent
prosecutor when the States Attorney refuses to prosecute
an alleged police crime; b) help define and vote to adopt
police standard operating procedures; and c) choose the
Superintendent of Police.  Is this level of civilian power
necessary? Would you change our current police oversight
structure in any way?

, Yes

46. Police Action Reports. 

Currently, police data is compiled by districts and does not
provide an accurate picture of homicides, police killings,
and police misconduct; nor does it address the impact of
new city policy on some communities as it relates to red
light cameras, traffic tickets, booting of cars etc. This
information is needed by our community to verify that we
are not being disproportionately targeted and impacted by
racial profiling, police action, and misconduct that violate
our human rights and self-determination, and would be
most helpful to Aldermen and community stakeholders if
detailed by ward.  In order to provide a clearer picture and
foster the design community-based solutions, would you
support a funded mandate via city ordinance to require
annual publication of all arrests, detentions, police killings,
police misconduct, traffic tickets and booting of cars in a
report compiled by Police District and Ward – by age and
race – and accessible via website and download?

more accountability , Yes
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47. Restorative Justice. 

Would you support a city-wide Youth Initiative Program
staffed with stakeholders and other trained professionals
within the community, to holistically address the culture
of violence among Black youth, utilizing proven best
practices such as restorative justice, in lieu of
incarceration?

, Yes

48. Red Light Cameras. 

Would you support the removal of all red light and speed
cameras throughout the city, restoration of a reasonable
time span between traffic light changes, a complete
overhaul of all booting and seizure policy and practices?

Restorative justice trained , Yes

49. Booting And Seizure. 

Would you support an analysis and report on the car
seizure appeal process, and the overhaul of current car
booting/seizure legislation in order to reduce the rate of
permanent vehicle loss in the Black community?

, Yes

50. Temporary Driving Privileges. 



Name on Ballot: Otis Davis Jr.
As a means of increasing community volunteering,
constituent partnership with city agencies, and family
economic sustainment, would you support a law to allow
residents with driver’s license suspensions from city red
light, speeding, and parking tickets debt to volunteer in
the community for 10 hours weekly for temporary driving
privileges?

, Yes

51. Ticket Payment Plans. 

Would you support amnesty legislation to allow residents
with parking ticket debt to reduce their debt by 50 percent
through a one year payment agreement?

, Yes

52. Utility Rates.  

Would you support consumer protection
recommendations by Citizens Utility Board [CUB] to
address policy and financial supports to residents
struggling to meet rate hikes by Ameren/ComEd, Exelon,
Peoples Gas, Nicor, and Dynegy rate hikes totaling
cumulatively over a billion dollars?

also community service in their community, Yes

53. Renewable Energy. 

With industrial pollution driving up greenhouse gas levels
which accelerate our climate crisis, would you support
legislation that reflects a preference for renewable energy
– such as solar, wind, geothermal systems – over nuclear
and fossil fuel energies such as coal and gas which heavily
pollute?

, Yes

54. Equipment Payment Plans. 



Name on Ballot: Otis Davis Jr.
Would you support legislation that allowed for installment
payments for renewable energy systems via utility
company bills or property tax bills in order to help
households, small businesses, and commercial property
owners reduce their heating-cooling-lighting costs?

, Yes

55. Weatherization.  

Green energy is a growth industry, with the potential for
increased local jobs.  Would you support creation of a
funding pool dedicated exclusively to the training and
implementation of residential and small commercial
property weatherization initiatives in Black communities
by unemployed local residents and returning citizens, and
staffed/managed exclusively by Black energy
professionals?

Yes, stated that above

56. Environmental Justice.

This winter Massachusetts Governor Deval Patrick made
history by mandating that the Principles of Environmental
Justice [http://www.ejnet.org.ej/principles.html] be
integrated into decision-making across state government. 
With the harms and burdens of our climate crisis falling
disproportionately on communities of color, would you
support inclusion of EJ [environmental justice] principles
into Chicago’s Clean Power, Climate Action, and
Sustainable 2015 plans?

Yes, need to know more

57. Toxic Hotspots. 



Name on Ballot: Otis Davis Jr.
The seminal report, “A Climate of Change” documents the
disproportionate negative impact of global warming on
communities of color.  Seventy-one percent of Blacks live
in counties in violation of federal air pollution standards,
as compared to 58% percent of whites.  Seventy-eight
percent of African Americans live within thirty miles of a
coal-fired power plant, as compared to 56% percent of
whites. Asthma has strong associations with air pollution,
and Blacks have a 36% higher rate of incidents of asthma
than whites, and are 3x more likely to experience related
emergency room visits or death. Black communities suffer
more pollution-triggered diseases such as asthma in the
rail/trucking economic development epicenters of
Englewood/Washington Park where Norfolk Southern
Railroad has been granted expansion rights and city-
owned land; and in southeast Chicago, which has been
plagued by dumping of poorly regulated/contained oil
refining waste [petcoke] produced by BP.  Would you
support benefits for impacted communities, including free
industry-sponsored health/remediation centers and the
development of innovation tech parks that provide
industry-specific education, training, contracts, and jobs
for neighbors?  Would you support legislation requiring all
industries with potential environmental-hygiene impacts
on air, water, soil, noise, or structures to negotiate and
contract to monitor, mitigate, and compensate impacted
residents via a Community Area Community Benefits Task
Force process?

Yes,

58. Trauma Center. 



Name on Ballot: Otis Davis Jr.
Would you support a City Council mandate to designate a
full service and fully staffed Hospital Trauma Center on the
southside of the city?  Would you support the
transitioning of Provident Hospital for that purpose?  Or
would you prefer to include a trauma center in the
University of Chicago Obama Presidential Library bid?

Yes,

59. Mental Health. 

Would you support restoration and upgrade of the
community mental health clinics in the Black community,
enhanced with Black holistic health practitioners?

Yes,

60. Conservation Lifestyle. 

Since Black communities are impacted first and worst by
the effects of global warming while contributing the least
to its buildup, and since only a whole-system solution can
transform the whole-system problem common to Black
communities everywhere [1 – malnutrition, addition,
poisoning 2 – health disparities 3 – self-hatred projected 4
– mis-education, dropouts, and illiteracy 5 – unprepared
parenting and state-supported single-mother homes 6
hyper-incarceration, recidivism, and violence 7 – barriers
to voting and 8 – unemployment, underemployment, and
the Black Tax] would you support legislation and funding
to create a “City of Villages” policy that produced resilient
neighborhoods in Black communities – working to
appropriate Illinois Lottery dollars, unallocated TIF funds,
or other sources in order to finance self-sustaining,
square-mile local living economies; where every
household can walk-to-work, walk-to-shop, walk-to-learn,
walk-to-play; anchored by neighbor-owned buildings,
businesses; and advancing the conservation lifestyle, as
articulated in the framework, The 8 Principles of Green-
Village-Building™[see below]?

Yes,



Name on Ballot: Otis Davis Jr.

61. For City Council Incumbents Only. 

Does the following chart accurately reflect your voting
record on Mayor-supported or sponsored legislation or
initiatives?

 ,


